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Abstract: The current imaging methods have a limited ability to visualize microstructures of biological soft tissues. Small
lesions cannot be detected at the early stage of the disease. Phase contrast imaging (PCI) is a novel non-invasive imaging
technique that can provide high contrast images of soft tissues by the use of X-ray phase shift. It is a new choice in terms
of non-invasively revealing soft tissue details. In this study, the lung and hepatic fibrosis models of mice and rats were
used to investigate the ability of PCI in microstructures observation of soft tissues. Our results demonstrated that different
liver fibrosis stages could be distinguished non-invasively by PCI. The three-dimensional morphology of a segment of
blood vessel was constructed. Noteworthy, the blood clot inside the vessel was visualized in three dimensions which
provided a precise description of vessel stenosis. Furthermore, the whole lung airways including the alveoli were
obtained. We had specifically highlighted its use in the visualization and assessment of the alveoli. To our knowledge, this
was the first time for non-invasive alveoli imaging using PCI. This finding may offer a new perspective on the diagnosis
of respiratory disease. All the results confirmed that PCI will be a valuable tool in biological soft tissues imaging.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The occurrence and development of a disease are usually
accompanied by organ or tissue morphology changes [1-3].
Finding ways to evaluate these changes more accurately and
efficiently becomes a key factor in the success of disease
diagnosis and research. In the last decades, clinical imaging
has been accelerated by the introduction of many new
imaging technologies such as X-ray computed tomography
(CT) and Magnetic resonance (MR) imaging. However,
minor pathological changes, especially at the early stage as
yet cannot be detected [4]. Since conventional CT relies on
absorption as the contrast mechanism, which is not sensitive
to soft tissues; MR imaging is limited by its poor spatial
resolution and long acquisition time [5]. For instance, lung
cancer is one of the most common fatal diseases worldwide.
Early detection of the lung cancer is crucial for successful
treatment and high survival rate. But in most cases, cancer
has been detected in the terminal stage and missed the
optimal time for cure [6]. High resolution non-invasive
imaging technology will prove to be valuable tools under
such circumstance.
Phase contrast imaging (PCI) is the imaging modality of
choice for non-invasive and high resolution imaging of soft
tissues. Conventional X-ray imaging is an attenuation-based
technique. Unfortunately, when imaging soft tissues, the
attenuation variations are not able to produce enough image
contrast. Actually, when the X-ray propagates through an
object, the phase modifies as well. The complex refractive
index of the sample can be given by n=1--i [7]. The real
part  is related to the X-ray phase shift, while the imaginary
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part  is responsible for X-ray attenuation. For biological
soft tissues, the phase shift is almost one thousand times
greater than the absorption term for X-ray at 10-100 keV [8].
Therefore, by the use of X-ray phase shift, phase contrast
imaging can provide high contrast soft tissues images.
To date, several methods of PCI have been proposed
including interferometry, diffraction enhanced imaging
(DEI), in-line X-ray phase contrast imaging (IL-XPCI) and
grating phase contrast imaging [7, 9-11]. Among all the main
PCI methods, DEI has drawn considerable attention in
biomedical field [12]. It utilizes an analyzer crystal with high
angular sensitivity to measure the direction changes of the
transmitted beam through the sample and then generates
images of a sample's absorption and refraction properties.
The method of in-line X-ray phase contrast imaging is
simpler and more straightforward [13]. Due to its no crystal
needed, this technique has received broad application in
recent years. It is based on Fresnel diffraction theory which
can provide an edge-enhancement effect at the boundary
between different tissues.
Although phase contrast imaging can produce higher
contrast images than conventional methods, these two
dimensional images still face a problem of tissue overlap.
The sample has to be rotated to a perfect position where we
can get a clear view of the interest part. After combining PCI
with computed tomography (CT), this problem was worked
out [14].
Recent studies demonstrate that PCI has much obvious
superiority in soft tissue imaging both on human and small
animals such as mice, rats and rabbits [15-17]. This imaging
modality exploits refraction variation between different
tissues. Therefore, it enables soft tissues imaging, even
though they have similar attenuation properties. A number of
challenging clinical problems were tested on phase contrast
imaging including bone-cartilage imaging, mammography,
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lung airways imaging and liver blood vessel imaging without
contrast agent [13].
This paper presents our work during the last three years
about medical application of phase contrast imaging, such as
hepatic fibrosis imaging, blood vessel visualization and
quantitative description of the mouse lung.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
2.1. The Samples
2.1.1. Hepatic Fibrosis
The samples of hepatic fibrosis, induced by human
albumin, were prepared in the Liver Research Center,
Beijing Friendship Hospital. The mice and rats liver
specimens were fixed in 10% formalin solution. They were
cut approximately 2.5 mm thickness for DEI imaging, 3.5
mm in diameter and 7mm in height for CT.
2.1.1. Mouse Lung
It was a 1-day-old mouse, provided by Laboratory
Animal Science, Capital Medical University. Before
imaging, the mouse was humanely sacrificed by sodium
pentobarbital injection overdose. And then it was constrained
in a tube, rolled by Kapton film (Dupont, DE, USA), and
placed on the sample stage in a vertically up-side-down
position.
2.2. Imaging Methods
2.2.1. Diffraction Enhanced Imaging
Diffraction enhanced imaging (DEI) is an analyzer-based
phase contrast imaging method, which is sensitive to
refractive effects within the object in addition to the X-ray
absorption and scattering by the object [10]. Our experiments were performed at the BL-14B beamline, of Photon
Factory, KEK, Japan. Fig. (1) shows the schematic of DEI
setup. The white synchrotron beam was first monochromat-

Fig. (1). The schematic of DEI setup and a sample rocking curve.
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ized by a double-crystal monochromator. The available
energy range was between 10 to 60 keV. It was adjusted to
15 keV in our experiment. The beams were further
collimated by the collimator crystal. The sample placed
between the collimator crystal and the analyzer crystal could
be rotated on the sample stage. After the sample, the
transmitted beams were then deviated from their original
direction due to refraction and scattering. According to Brag
diffraction theory, the analyzer crystal only reflects photons
coming from a particular angle. Finally, the beams reach the
detector to obtain an image of the sample. A CCD camera
was used as a two-dimensional detector, comprising 1032
pixels1384 pixels, with 6.7 μm6.7 μm each. In the
meridian plane, the analyzer crystal could be rotated within a
narrow range, typically several microradians. The
relationship between the angle and the reflectivity was
characterized by the rocking curve (RC). A sample RC was
shown in Fig. (1).
For hepatic fibrosis diagnosis, refraction images were
used, which represents refraction angles of the X-ray beams
deviated from their original directions. Since refraction
images not rely on absorption property, more detailed
information of soft tissues can be observed [18]. In order to
get pure reflection information, two images (I H and I L) were
collected when the analyzer is set to full width at half
maximum of the rocking curve (=± D/2), with the
exposure time of 1 s. The reflection image  can be given
by
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where D is the full width at half maximum of the rocking
curve, R() represents the reflectivity at angle .
For CT imaging, the analyzer was set at the peak of the
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rocking curve. Under such circumstance, the image quality
could be highly improved by removing most of the scattered
beams which are considered as noise in the image. The
specimen was rotated around its cylinder axis for 180 º by a
step of 1º with exposure time of 1.5 s.
2.2.2. In-Line Phase Contrast Imaging
The principle of IL-XPCI is based on Fresnel diffraction
theory. The experiment setup, when using synchrotron
radiation light source, is very simple, only requiring a perfect
crystal monochromator, a sample stage and a detector. Our
experiment was performed at X-ray imaging and biomedical
application beamline (BL13W1) of Shanghai Synchrotron
Radiation Facility (SSRF). Fig. (2) shows the schematic
image of the experiment setup.
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control of intensity threshold. For the segmentation of vessel
walls, threshold-based method was enough to extract them
because of their distinct gray scale. Surface rendering
method, based on iso-surface detection algorithm, was
subsequently performed to give a three-dimensional view of
the sample [20]. In many medical fields, such as surgical
planning, diagnosis and treatment, surface rendering is a
powerful tool to reveal complex spatial relationship of
anatomical structures.
3. MEDICAL APPLICATION RESULTS
3.1. Hepatic Fibrosis
Hepatic fibrosis is a pathological process of connective
tissue that results in the architectural derangement of the
original collagen structure, altering the structural density,

Fig. (2). The schematic of IL-XPCI setup.

SSRF is a third-generation synchrotron facility. Two
Si(111) prefect crystals were used as a monochromator with
a tunable energy range from 8 keV to 72.5 keV. In our
experiment, it was adjusted to 16 keV. The highly parallel
and monochromatic beam subsequently projected on the
object being imaged. When X-ray beams travel through the
object, the downstream beams carried the information of
absorption and phase shift. After propagating a sufficient
distance, in our experiment it was 1.2 m, the phase shifts in
the downstream beams were transformed into measurable
intensity variations by means of Fresnel diffraction. An Xray sensitive CCD camera, which had maximum 40082672
pixels of 13 μm13 μm each, was used as a two-dimensional
detector to transform the beam into an image. During the CT
data acquisition, the specimen was rotated around its
cylinder axis for 180 º. The number of projections is 1296
with exposure time of 0.08 s for each one.
2.3. Image Processing
Although phase contrast images have a higher resolution
and contrast than conventional images, overlapping of the
structures always happen. It is beneficial to obtain threedimensional information of the tissue. By the combination of
PCI with computed tomography, three-dimensional
observation of the samples is now possible. Cross-sections of
the liver and lung were reconstructed by a conventional
tomography algorithm—filtered back projection (FBP) [19].
Thus, two-dimensional projection images were transformed
into three-dimensional volume datasets. In order to extract
blood clot and lung airways of the image, 3D region growing
method was used, which is a semi-automatic procedure. The
segmentation started from manually choosing a seed point as
well as setting an intensity threshold. The method then
automatically segmented the 3D volume datasets by the

and transforming the underlying molecular order and
organization [4]. It can be assessed in six categories, ranging
from mild to severe. Recent work suggests that hepatic
fibrosis may be cure by treatment at the early stage of the
disease [21]. Therefore, distinguishing the degree of liver
fibrosis becomes a vital role in successful treatment. Here,
DEI method was used to image different stage of liver
fibrosis samples. The refraction images of hepatic fibrosis
samples from stage one to six were shown in Fig. (3) [22].
They were obtained by taking two images on either side of
the rocking curve and calculated using equation (1). After
the refraction information extraction, the contours and
interfaces of different tissues were highlighted. Different
liver fibrosis stages could be distinguished by proliferation
or compression on blood vessels and coarseness on liver
tissue textures. For example, the liver textures of stage one in
Fig. (3) was regularly. Only some small vessels were
missing, because they were destroyed at the early disease
stage. In stage two, some small vessels destruction parts are
pointed by arrows. The arrow in stage five image indicates
blood flow ways reconstruction. Stage six is cirrhosis; the
apparent septum is pointed by arrow. These analyses were
confirmed by histological pictures of the corresponding
samples shown in Fig. (3). The histological assessment was
done by a pathological specialist. The further image texture
analysis we did also supported these results.
3.2. Microvessels Visualization
Microvascular disease is being increasingly recognized
as an important risk factor in the setting of hypertension,
diabetes, coronary heart disease (CHD), cancer, etc. [2, 23,
24]. Current imaging methods were hampered by the spatial
resolution and contrast when imaging microvessels. Thanks
to the breakthroughs in phase contrast imaging, non-invasive
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Fig. (3). The refraction images of hepatic fibrosis samples and the corresponding histological images from stage one to six. The bars in the
refraction images are 500 μm.

visualization of the microvessels without contrast agent is
now possible. Fig. (4) shows the three-dimensional
reconstruction results of a section of mouse liver blood
vessel with the diameter of about 300 μm [25]. Different
materials were indicated by their different colors. By region
growing, the blood clot inside the vessel was segmented. It is
in blue color. The inner layer and the outer layer of the

vessel wall are in green and red color respectively. The 3D
model can be cut at any angle. As shown in Fig. (4b), a plane
was used to cut the vessel in the direction perpendicular to
the vessel axis. The cross section was also displayed in Fig.
(4b). In this regard, the stenosis rate of the vessel can be
quantitatively measured which could yield criteria for
assessing stenosis.
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Fig. (4). One segment of the blood vessel. (a) top view (b) one profile view and the cross-section image.

3.3. Lung
For conventional lung imaging, it could hardly display
any microstructures of the sample without contrast agent.
The lung is a respiration organ composed of sponge-like soft
tissues. 90% of the lung is filled with air. At the interface of
air and tissue, the refractive index changes greatly. In phase
contrast imaging, this will lead to a remarkable edge
enhancement of the airways, even though they have similar
absorption properties [26]. As shown in Fig. (5a), the
structures in mouse thorax such as bronchi, bronchioles, and
alveoli can be clearly discerned from the CT reconstruction
slice. Surface rendering method was used to give a 3D view
of the whole airway including alveoli (Fig. 5b) [27]. This 3D
model can be cut at any angle, varied in size, and rotated in
real time. The alveoli are essential as the final branching of
the respiratory through which gas exchange occurs. For the
investigation of inhaled medicines' function and mechanism,

the visualization of the subtle airway is of considerable
value. There are also potential uses in respiratory disease
diagnosis when the morphology and distribution of alveoli
were modified such as pneumonia, asthma, chronic
bronchitis and emphysema. Fig. (5c) is a detailed
demonstration of the terminal branching of the lung. These
images provided a magnified view of the alveoli. The
diameter and surface area of the alveoli were measured.
DISCUSSION
So far histological biopsy is still the gold standard in
hepatic fibrosis assessment. However, the risk of morbidity
and even mortality cannot be avoided. Taking this into
consideration, non-invasive method for liver fibrosis
assessment is preferable. Nevertheless, the currently used
imaging techniques such as ultrasound, X-ray CT and MR
cannot detect hepatic fibrosis by now [28]. In our
experiment, DEI technique showed good ability to

Fig. (5). Images of the lung. (a) one CT slice (b) the bronchi and alveoli (c) a magnified view of the terminal branching of the lung.
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distinguish hepatic fibrosis stages. But this is still in the
experimental stage. More hepatic fibrosis samples should be
evaluated to examine the possibility and accuracy of this
technique. Meanwhile we had to face a problem of
superimposition of the structures inside the tissue. Therefore,
3D visualization method was used in our subsequent study
on blood vessels in liver.

The limitation of our study was that live animals were
not imaged. Phase contrast imaging is a high resolution
imaging technique; the motion artifacts of breathing and
heart beat will lead to serious image blur when
reconstructing CT slices. Possible solution is to substantially
reduce the imaging time and finish a CT in one respiration
phase.

Visualization of microvessels is real challenging,
especially for non-invasive imaging. Existing imaging
methods focused exclusively on the detection of vessel
exterior. In most cases, contrast agent had to be used.
Although contrast agent is generally safe, bad side effects do
sometimes occur [29]. Selective coronary angiography is the
most commonly used method for coronary artery imaging. It
has complex operation associated with a small but definite
risk of complications. A non-invasive and high-resolution
vascular imaging method would be of clinical benefit. In our
study, we demonstrated that DEI can produce enough
contrast when observing blood clot in the vessel. The 3D
reconstruction results accurately depicted the complex
vascular structures in addition to the morphology of the
blood clot inside the vessel. Conventional imaging methods
have a limited capability to non-invasively visualize the
structures inside the vessels, especially in three-dimension.
While many clinical findings show that coronary vessel with
a major stenosis is a leading cause of most myocardial
infarctions; the size of a single embolus might determine its
clinical consequences [30]. The 3D blood vessel model we
presented in this paper can be used to perform vessel stenosis
study which could yield criteria for assessing stenosis. It
allowed for the detection of thrombus formation and
progression which could reduce the risk of heart attack and
other disease with thrombus.

In this paper, we proved the ability of PCI in hepatic
fibrosis and lung imaging. The microstructures like the blood
clot inside the microvessel and subtle alveoli were
reconstructed in three dimension. We are currently working
on the imaging of mouse with lung cancer to confirm our
hypothesis of lung cancer detection using PCI. At the same
time, myocardial infarction samples are added for the study
of coronary microembolization. More pathological samples
will be tested in our PCI experiments. We hope this highresolution and non-invasive imaging technique can be used
in disease diagnosis in the near future, and now it is in
progress.

A number of researchers have imaged lungs using phase
contrast imaging. Lungs of mice, rats and rabbits were
imaged both by IL-XPCI and DEI [13, 16]. Though the lung
were highly visible by the use of PCI, due to the large
number of alveoli minor structures were averaged out in
two-dimensional images [17]. For three-dimensional lung
visualization, many attempts had been made. The 3D model
of the lung airways had been generated, but the alveoli were
not included [31]. During our study, we have successfully
generated the 3D model of the mouse lung. Even at the final
branching of the respiratory tree, the alveoli are perfectly
displayed. Furthermore, we measured the diameter of two
alveoli and calculated the surface area of one alveolus, which
are crucial for better understanding of the alveoli
morphology. Moreover, this may play a positive role for
physicians in providing more precise diagnosis related to
alveolar size such as chronic bronchitis, emphysema and
drowning, and subsequently giving better treatment. It is
known that lung cancer is usually derived from epithelial
cells and near a central bronchus. For early lung cancer
screening, conventional X-ray CT and MRI are not available
[5]. Phase contrast imaging of lung offers the hope that early
stage lung cancer will be detected by the edge-enhancement
effect of the airway associated with high imaging resolution.
However, more studies must be done to come to the
conclusion that PCI is advantageous in terms of cancer
detection.

CONCLUSION
In summary, this paper describes the medical
applications of phase contrast imaging on the study of
hepatic fibrosis, microvessel visualization and quantitative
description of the mouse lung. DEI technique facilitates the
non-invasive imaging of the hepatic fibrosis in 2D, which
provides a straightforward way of hepatic fibrosis diagnosis.
The further computed tomography experiment realized the
detection and visualization of microvessel in 3D. The blood
clot inside the vessel was obtained by means of image
processing. Moreover, the mouse lung has been investigated
by IL-XPCI. 3D images of the whole lung airways have been
acquired. The single alveolus has been visualized in 3D and
assessed quantitatively, resulting in a comprehensive
description of the lung microstructures. All the results
showed that phase contrast imaging has the ability to offer
enormous benefit for the soft tissue imaging. Although a
great deal of work should be done to apply this technique
into clinical practice.
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